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TJlLe Stark uorror 'llLat Ts TITar .· High Command from the consequences of 
.l. It fll .L It .11 rr I a mistake which was almost fatal. 
The Story of Verdun, Twenty Years After the Battle For most of the troops who delayed and 
checked the German advance in the first In these days, when danger of war again disturbs the world, the ghastly picture 
of the last war is too easily forgotten. Here is a reconstruction of one bloody days of peril were territorials, men long 
chapter in it - the story of the struggl~ which took place at Verdun twenty years past the prime of life, who were stationed 
there because Verdun was regarded as a 
ago. On Feb. 21, 1916, the assault on the fortifications opened in a German · 
offensive that threatened to cut the French armies in two. For months the fate quiet sector. French G. H. Q. was caught 
·• F h .+ h AI · h napping. No one had imagined that the 
o1 ranee, t e cause o, t e ltes, ung in the balance. The following account is Germans would have the audacity to at• 
writt~n by the correspondent of the British press with the French armies in the field. tempt a frontal attack on the strongest 
By H. WARNER ALLEN As it is, the Battle of Verdun counts fortress in France. 
"lis ne passeront pas! " "They shall among the supreme achievements of It would seem that the High Command 
not pass!" This war cry of Verdun was France. It was in very truth a soldiers' had not observed that Verdun was almost 
thundered out by Petain. It was repeated battle. Taken by surprise, outnumbered, isolated before the attack began. The 
by thousands of grim Frenchmen crouch- overwhelmed by shells, men ranked as salient of St. Mihiel severed its commu-
ing in shell-holes and shattered third-line soldiers faced the flower of the nications with Nancy on the south, and an 
and selling their Jives as advance made in the previ-
dearly as they could to ous Spring in the Argonne 
save a yard of French had brought the main line 
ground or gain a few and road from the west 
precious minutes for the under the German guns. 
rqen working like mad· There remained only a 
men behind the lines. light railway and a single 
The enemy was battering high road to Bar-le-Duc. 
at the doors of Verdun, To their undying glory 
the gateway of France. the territorials held long 
At any cost the way must enough for the gap in the 
be barred. French defenses to be 
" lis ne passeront pas! " stopped. The commander 
The words haunt aU who of a territorial battalion 
shared in those days of who had just come out of 
superhuman' strain and the battle told me with 
suspense. T wenty years a smile : "The Germans 
after, as I pore over my thought my old chaps 
old note-books and the would run away, but they 
tattered, grimy maps that were much too old and 
once served on the battle- stiff for that, so they stay-
field, I find it hard to ed where they were and 
realize that the Battle of fought ti11 they died." 
Verdun has departed to Now, under the menace 
the world of "old, unhap- of another European war, 
py, far-off things and bat- we may ask, did they die 
ties long ago." The im- in vain? If they had not 
pression of maddening saved Verdun, a part of 
noise, broken by strange France would today be 
silences, of mud' that swal- under foreign rule. They 
lowed the living and the died in the noblest of 
dead, of thirst and pain causes, the defense of 
and death, and, above all, their own soil. Materially 
the agony of fear that in speaking, the Battle of 
spite of all they would Verdun achieved nothing ; 
pass-this impression re- after the loss of scores of 
mains indelibly stamped thousands of human lives, 
on the mind. the trench lines returned 
For the responsibility almost to their former 
was overpowering. Ver· positions. But spir itual 
dun was the main pillar values cannot be expres-
of the whole line of armies sed in material terms, 
across France and Belgi- and if life has any mean-
urn. If it had fallen, if the . . ing, the courage and self-
Germans had passed, the Buckmghamsh1re, England sacrifice which the battle 
the heart of France exposed defenseless and determmatton, the1r contempt for And they did not pass. 
French armies would have been cut in two, I German Ari!IY· . It was . their endurance I called forth were not in. vain. 
to the invader and the war on land would death, the grim heroism, in a word, of the * * * 
have been over. . French peasant, which saved the French Verdun, seen from the heights immedi· 
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ately above it, a mass of gray walls and 
red roofs, dominated by the towers of its 
cathedral, with the Meuse flowing through 
its midst, seems to lie in the center of a 
great amphitheatre of bare hills. Actually 
the appearance of the amphitheatre is 
deceptive since the steep spurs that are the 
n atural defenses of the fortress run out 
almost parallel to one another from the 
Meuse like the ribs of a skeleton, the river 
forming the backbone. 
A triple girdle of forts surrounds the 
fortress of Verdun, and pre-eminent among 
them is Douaumont, a vast fort of massive 
concrete, showing a long, low hummock 
on an eminence 1,260 feet above the sea, 
that commands the town of Verdun itself 
and the valley of the Meuse. Douaumont 
overlooks the neighboring countryside for 
miles, and it was on Douaumont hill that 
the Battle of Verdun was lost and won. 
Just before the German 
offensive I happened to 
be in Verdun. Never did 
a town seem more busy 
and prosperous. One of-
ficer, indignant at the 
prices, swore that not a 
shopkeeper in the Rue 
Maze!, the principal street, 
had made less than a mil-
lion francs' profit since 
the beginning of the war. 
This estimate may have 
been an exaggeration, but 
certainly an extraordi-
nary amount of business, 
not to say profiteering, 
was going on. 
The shops were filled 
with expensive luxuries 
that are rarely to be seen 
in a small provincial town, 
and through their doors 
flowe:l an unceasing 
stream of customers in 
unform. There was plenty 
of everything and everything was dear. 
The men from the trenches wanted the best 
their money could buy and did not bargain. 
Never did hotels combine high prices and 
discomfort more successfully. 
In my notebook I wrote down the gayety 
and excitement of Verdun as "feverish and 
unnatural," so that I must have had a 
glimpse of the writing on the wall, though 
I little thought that the next time I went 
to Douaumont, where I had driven com-
fortably along a broad high road, I should 
make the journey crawling for the most 
part on my belly from shell-hole to shell-
hole, and mistake the fort for a quarry 
when I reached it. 
* * * 
with the west, while other batteries poured ~t: a few m-ore seconds. Behind him th;e 
a storm of big projectiles on the town and appeared two men muffled from head to 
its approaches through which all reinforce- foot, with a stretcher between them. They 
ments had to pass. fell from shell-hole to shell-hole, but 
"They are using their big guns as we neitb~r of them nor the figure they were 
use our 75s," said .an officer returning with ~arrymg . on the stretcher made a sound. 
the remnants of his battalion from the fhey patd no attentwn to the man who 
trenches of the Bois des Caures. was screaming; all their being was con-
" lis ne passeront pas! " was the cry. centra ted on carrying their burden to the 
Both sides suffered tortures from that dressing station. Then they were all swal-
impartial enemy, thirst. It rained per- lowed up in darkness. A salvo of shells 
petually, but no one dared drink from the burst round us and I saw them no more. 
puddles in the corpse-polluted mud, and On Feb. 27 the Germans captured 
men in the grip of battle cannot catch the Douaumont. The Kaiser announced to the 
rain that comes from heaven. Runners world that his troops had captured " the 
sent up with water flasks had to pass the cornerstone of the most powerful fortress 
barrage, and not one in ten got through of our principal enemy." 
with his precious burden. Raw spirit The situation seemed desperate. The 
(gniolle) was sent up instead of water. Yet way was open, the gate unbarred. Yet 
thirst was a secondary matter. still the men who met the storm of steel 
One thing alone counted. with their bodies, the last rampart of the 
They must not pass! 
So it was that in an advanced battery of 
'i5s, when the guns had become so hot with 
continuous firing that not another shell 
could be fired until they had been cooled, 
the gunners, parched with thirst as they 
were, sacrificed the last drops in their 
water bottles to let loose again the fire of 
the deadly 75s. 
"Ils ne passeront pas!" was the cry. 
* * * One black night I was searching to find 
fortress, muttered in their 
agony: "Ils ne passeront 
pas!" 
* * * 
Verdun itself, the prize 
of the battle, so lately gay 
and prosperous, was a 
city of the dead. There 
was no buying and sel-
ling, no movement in the 
streets. In the whole city 
only three civilians were 
left. All was silent except 
for the tearing crash of 
German shells and a per· 
pelual pattering like hall 
of splinters falling on the 
house- tops. The very 
splinters seemed to ham-
mer out the desperate 
challenge to the invaders: 
"lis ne passeront pas! " 
Already the Rue Maze! 
was well on its way to be-
coming a heap of ruins. 
No lon;;er did one pause on one's way to 
inspect a tempting shop window. If one's 
course was interrupted, it was by the sound 
of wings in the air, which hastened one to 
the nearest cover. The cafe where they 
had sold bad drinks at extortionate prices, 
the hotel where they had rooked us were 
piles of broken bricks. The hotel sign 
had collapsed on the top of the ruins and 
an officer friend who had been particularly 
bitter at the treatment he had suffered was 
photographed embracing it in an attitude 
of triumph. 
a poste de commandement in a pathless 
wilderness of shell-holes. In a lull in the 
bursting of shells I heard a strange and 
ghostly scream, " I am wounded ! I am 
wounded! Where Is the dressing station?" 
On Feb. 21, 1916, at 7 A.M., the German I crawled out of the shell-hole into which 
The inhabitants had scarcely more warn-
ing of impending disaster than the Cities 
of the Plain. In one house which survived 
for some time, with windows open, the 
table was laid for sixteen persons. There 
was a nice white tablecloth and napkins 
folded mitrewise for every guest. Decanters 
of wine, both red and white, and dishes 
of dessert were waiting on the sideboard 
for the party that never came. 
offensive opened with a bombardment that I had slipped and by the glare of an enemy 
up to that time had had no parallel. It was Very light which burst out above our heads 
the first time that heavy artillery was I saw a French infantryman standing pre-
employed on that prodigal scale which cariously balanced between two craters. 
modern industry had made possible, and He had been shot through the palm of his 
the French were unable to reply. hand and his nerve had gone. Thinking 
The enemy concentrated his artillery on himself alone in hell, he cried again: "I 
section after section of the French front am wounded! I am wounded! Who will 
line, some ten miles in advance of Verdun, help me? This is the way they treat the 
moving from left to right and sweeping men who are fighting for France! They 
away the whole defensive organization. leave us alone and wounded, alone and 
At the same time his guns in the Argonne wounded!" 
cut the main communications of Verdun: The Very light showed up the scene 
One day I heard a pathetic wailing sound 
that contrasted strangely with the crash of 
explosions. It was a kitten forgotten in a 
first -story room. Georges Scott, the artist, 
mounted on my shoulders and tried to 
break into the flat, but we had to call in 
the aid of gendarmes to effect its rescue. 
It was at the gates of the city that the 
shells fell fastest and thickest; for every 
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KING EDWARD VIII PROCLAIMED tion. The reading ended, the trumpets : again sounded, and the National Anthem 
\~as played once more. Then the !JrOces-
SlOn re-formed, and moved off along the Historic Ceremonies in London 
With the resounding pageantry belong-
ing to the historic event King Edward VIH 
was on Wednesday of last week proclaim· 
ed successively at St. James's Palace, Char-
ing Cross, Temple Bar, and the Royal Ex-
change. The Officers of Arms proceeding 
through the streets in Royal carriages were 
escorted by Royal Horse Guards, the route 
was lined by troops, and, though the pro· 
clamation, in accordance with custom, was 
made early in the day, great crowds gather· 
ed to follow the ancient and stately usage. 
The ceremony at St. James's Palace 
began with no warning save that given by 
the clock. Two minutes before 10 a.m. 
the great square window on which all eyes 
were fixed became a mass of varied, quaint, 
and gorgeous colour, and the Officers of 
Arms came slowly on to the balcony which 
is associated with the first appearance of 
Queen Victoria to her people on the occa-
sion of her proclamation. Two mace-
bearers and the Royal trumpeters stood 
to the right and left of the Kings of Arms, 
Heralds, Pursuivants, and Serjeants at 
Arms. At the first stroke of the hour the 
golden-sleeved trumpeters were seen to lift 
their instruments. A double fanfare rang 
out. The troops presented arms. There 
was complete silence when the trumpets 
ceased. 
The Proclamation 
Then the first gun awoke the echoes of 
St. James's Park, and, speaking through 
the noise of gunfire, Sir Gerald W. Wol-
laston, Garter Principal King of Arms, read 
the proclamation. 
"Whereas [he said] it hath pleased Al-
mighty God to call to His Mercy our late 
Sovereign Lord King George the Fifth, of 
Blessed and Glorious Memory, by whose 
Decease the Imperial Crown of Great 
Britain, Ireland, and all other His late 
Majesty's Dominions is solely and right-
fully come to the High and Mighty Prince 
Edward Albert Christian George Andrew 
convoy for the front line had to pass 
through them. There, under cover of Van-
ban's masonry, one could watch the bar-
rage of six and eight inch shells mowing 
down trees, tearing vast holes in a sodden 
meadow .and raining splinters across the 
road that led toward Douaumont. Every 
now and then a single lorry or a few 
mounted men would run the gauntlet, but 
no considerable convoy could pass except 
at night; for the eye of a hostile Douau-
mont watched every movement. 
* * * The men in the front lines were giving 
their lives to gain time. Their sacrifice 
would have been in vain but for the frenzi-
ed exertions of the troops behind Verdun 
toiling to restore the communications of 
the beleaguered fortress and bring up the 
desperately needed reinforcements of men 
and material. The motor lorry was their 
only hope, and the fate of Verdun depend-
ed on a single road, the highway between 
it and Bar-le-Duc, which has gone down to 
history as the Sacred Way. 
On this stretch of twenty-five miles lor-
ries crammed with men, guns and am-
Patrick David; We therefore, the Lords 
Spiritual and Temporal of this Realm, 
being here assisted with these of His late 
Majesty's Privy Council, with Numbers of 
other Principal Gentlemen of Quality, with 
the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens 
of London, do now hereby with one Voice 
and Consent of Tongue and Heart, publish 
and proclaim, That the High and Mighty 
Prince Edward Albert Christian George 
Andr =w Patrick David, is now, by the 
Death of our late Sovereign of happy 
Memory, become our only lawful and 
rightful Liege Lord Edward the Eighth, by 
the Grace of God, of Great Britain, Ireland 
and the British Dominions beyond the 
Seas King, Defender of the Faith, Emperor 
of India: To whom we do acknowledge all 
Faith and constant Obedience, with all 
hearty and humble Affection; beseeching 
God, by whom Kings and Queens do reign, 
to bless the Royal Prince Edward the 
Eighth with long and happy Years to reign 
over us." 
The National Anthem 
The proclamation made, Sir Gerald 
Wollaston, standing to attention, cried 
" God Save the King." The Earl Marshal, 
the Duke of Norfolk, repeated the cry, and, 
with the guns still firing, the trumpeters 
sounded another fanfare and the Guards' 
band was heard playing the National An-
them. Voices from the crowd joined in 
singing the last verse of the anthem. So 
the historic ceremony ended, and soon the 
Royal carriages with their cavalry escort 
were swinging into the Mall to Charing 
~ross. 
Here the Grenadier Guards' band played 
the National Anthem as the cavalcade 
passed under the Admiralty Arch and 
came to a halt almost in the shadow of 
Charles the First's statue. A fanfare of 
trumpets echoed through the square, and 
the Lancaster Herald (Mr. A. G. B. Russell) 
rose from his seat and read the Proclama-
munition followed one another unceasingly 
with a few yards between them. Four 
thousand passed a day, with an average of 
twenty-five seconds between each two. 
There must never be a block or halt, for 
the lives of thousands and France herself 
were at stake. If a car broke down, a 
dozen muddy, swearing men pounced upon 
it and hurled it bodily off the road into the 
nearest ditch or field. 
Torrents of rain, violent snow-storms 
fought with the Germans, breaking up the 
road surface, already tried to the utmost, 
but day and night a division of men 
wrestled with the elements. Coated with 
mud from head to foot, like their comrades 
in the trenches, wielding pickaxes and 
spades or laden with stones, they dashed 
in_between the swiftly moving lorries and 
worked like madmen for the few seconds 
in which their patch of road was clear. 
Lorries clanked out the war-cry of Ver-
dun: "They shall not pass!" Spade and 
pickaxe worked to its rhythm as men and 
guns poured up to bar the open gate. 
The New York Times Magazine Feb, 23, 1936 
(To be continued) 
Strand. 
THE CITY' 5 CHALLENGE 
Pageantry at Temple Bar 
At Temple Bar, where the City of Lon-
don begins and the Royal City of West-
minster ends, a silken cord, stretched 
across the road, was the symbolic barrier 
which halted the escort of Royal Horse 
Guards with their drawn sabres, the Kings 
of Arms, Heralds and Pursuivants, and the 
rest of the cavalcade. 
There were fanfares , challenge and 
counter-challenge. The arresting cry of 
the City Marshal-" Who comes there?" 
-as he advanced to the barrier to meet 
Bluemantle Pursuivant, rang out clearly to 
the crowds at the Law Courts and beyond. 
The Pursuivant demanded entrance to 
proclaim the King-a deni.and granted to 
him, but for the moment denied to his 
escort. 
He w_as conducted to the Lord Mayor, 
.who, Wlth the Aldermen and Sheriffs in 
their scarlet gowns, was stationed outside 
the entrance to the Temple, and there he 
presented the Order in Council requiring 
the Proclamation of the King. But, even 
now, the barrier was not removed. There 
was a reminder by the Lord Mayor that, 
knowing the contents of " this paper," he 
had attended to perform his duty "in ac-
cordance with the ancient usages and 
customs" of the City; and the reading 
aloud of the Order in Council 
Cheers For The King 
Only then did the Lord Mayor direct that 
the King's Officers of Arms should be ad-
mitted, and the red cord-wl;lich could 
have been severed with a sabre cut - · drawn 
aside. The trumpets were sounded again, 
the procession entered the City, excepting 
the High Bailiff of Westminster, and at 
the corner of Chancery Lane the Proclama-
tion was read by Norroy King of Arms. 
Simultaneously the flag on the Law Courts 
was raised to the mast head. There were 
cheers for the King-the first to be heard 
in the City-and the National Anthem was 
played. The Lord Mayor and the other 
members of the Corporation then took 
their places in the procession, which mov-
ed off to the Royal Exchange. 
Here with the traditional ceremonial 
Clarenceux King of Arms (Mr. A. W. S. 
Cochrane) read the proclamation, and after 
the band had played "God Save the King" 
the Lord Mayor called for three cheers for 
the King. 
The Lord Mayor and the Officers of 
Arms then walked in procession to the 
Mansion House, where the health of" King 
Edward VIII" was solemnly pledged. 
Large crowds heard the proclamation 
read in cities and towns throughout the 
country on the Wednesday, or, in some 
cases, on Thursday or Friday. The pro-
clamation was also read at naval and mili-
tary stations, and in H.M. ships through-
out the world. 
The firing of 70 minute guns from Edin-
burgh Castle marked the passing of the 
late King. 
-The Times Weekly Edition, London 
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German Activities Along ) sort of ch~i~ p~rallel to the frontiers. In 
rr>'h F · f r_r ll l add1t1on, some twenty-four other fields for 
.I I e rontler 0 no UIUJ . 'sport flying ' have been identified. Six 
A Bill was recently introducecl in the new garrison towns (and perhaps others 
Dutch Parliament embodying a scheme of unknown to the writer) can be said to lie 
national defence, costing some £7,400,000. within the Dutch 'zone of interest.' At 
The scheme provides for new warships Urdingen, a new bridge has been built 
and large increases in aircraft and anti- across the Rhine just where it gives easiest 
aircraft guns. One passage in the Bill access to the Dutch 'salient' of Venloo. 
states: "Whatever expectations may be Even more vivid are the new motor roads 
nursed with regard to the League's influ- included in the 'Hitler Plan.' ... This plan 
ence in the future, for the present it is, in is still on paper. If completed it will con-
the Government's judgment, convincingly stitute one of the speediest means ever 
evident that much less reliance can now contrived for concentra ting heavy traffic 
be placed on help from other members of on a foreign country. At several places 
the League." The European corresp ondent along the German side of the Dutch 
of" The Chicago Daily News," Mr. Edgar frontier are established sound-detectors 
E. A. Mowrer, attributes the Dutch Gov- for the notification of approaching aircraft. 
ernment's action to uneasiness reo-arding In at least two localities German inhabit-
the intentions of Germany, as in"'dicated 1 ants have revealed the construction of 
by her military preparations along the curious cement platforms on a surprisingly 
frontier. We abridge here statements by large scale. Within easy r each of the 
Mr. Mowrer, whose views are based on Dutch frontier are fitly-five labour camps. 
long reside1~ ce in Germany : "The open ... These facts have begun to create the 
way to Belgium lies through south Hoi· impression, unbelievably shocking to Dutch 
land; the way to the most convenient sub- minds, that their century of successful 
marine and air bases against Grea t Britain neutrality m ay be over." From the British 
through north Holla nd. Within 40 or 50 point of view, it is hardly necessary to 
miles of the Dutch frontier the Germans point out that fast modern a·rcraft, travel-
possess at least fifteen 'official' flying ling, say, at 250 m.p.h, would not take 
centres. Six of these ... are for seaplanes. long to reach our shores from air bases in 
Nine others a r e scattered southwards in a the localities .-The i llustrated LondonNews 
A JOURNEY IN HIDDEN ASIA 
Through The Desert To Cherchen 
VOL. X, NO.3 
gorge of a river known to geographers as 
the Chulak Akkan, but to the Mongols as 
the Boron Kol. Next morning Borodishin 
and I (we had been unable to get Mongols 
to come with us) loaded the camels in a 
heavy snowstorm, and we marched on be-
tween the strange pinnacles and terraces of 
the Boron Kol Valley. 
Bearings Lost 
For three days we saw no li ving creature 
except two ex tremely small lizards, but on 
the fourth found three Mongol yurts, where 
we halted for a day. \V e had been doing 
long stages, and my black Tangut pony was 
on the point of collapse. Farther up the 
valley, which widens as you ascend, the 
river was frozen, but the weather, except 
for one or two fearful storms of wind, was 
warm and pleasant. Large herds of orongo 
antelope-much bigger and more handsome 
than any we had seen as yet-roamed the 
stony desolation, subsisting heaven knows 
how; there was no grazing at all for the 
horses and very little for the camels, and 
their condition was a constant source of 
anxiety. 
May 23 was a bad day. We left the Boron 
Kol at a point where its course bends south, 
and struck out into rolling desert country, 
14.,0UOft. or l5,000ft. above sea-level. Wild 
asses skirmished inquisitively on our flanks, 
trailing a little cloud of dust; occas ional 
marmots whistled from the threshold of 
enviable burrows. My horse, which had 
been out of action for several days, trailed 
listlessly behind the last camel. There was 
no trail of any sort; the Mongol, edging us 
IN THE HANDS OF THE TUNGANS always a little to the north, made Borodishin 
In this and following m·ticlcs extmcts aTe given from The Times' Special Con·cs- lose his bearings. After a long march we 
pondent' s description of the remaining stages of his journey from Peking to India struck the mountains for which we were 
overland. I-le and his companion, Mlle. !11aillart, afte1· travelling for three months, headed, hut there was no sign of the p rom-
had met the Cossack Borodishin at Teijinar. An account is 110w given of the ised water-hole. At the top of a little 
progTess of the travelleTS to the Oasis of Cherchen. pass it began to snow hard, my hm·se col· 
(IV) lapsed complete ly, and Boroclishin admitted 
By PETER FLElviiNG 
We halted for eight days at Teijinar, 
living luxuriously in a yurt beside a patch 
of marsh across which the redsbanks called 
incessantly. The Cossack Borodishin, who 
had come into Central Asia as an N.C.O. 
under Annenkoff, turned out: to he ju st the 
kind of reinforcement that we needed. 
Sinkiang is no place for vVhite Hussians at 
the moment, but he volunteered to guide us 
on the next and crucial s tage of our journey, 
which would bring us to the frontier of that 
province. 
From Teijinar a littl e-used caravan route 
runs slightly north of west to Gass Kul , at 
the extremity of the Tsaidam basin, whence 
there is a fairly easy road through the 
mountains t o the oasis of Charklik. But 
Borodishin did not recommend this route, 
since the Tungans (or whoever else was in 
control of southern Sinkiang) certainly 
maintained a frontier-post on it; and 
fronti er-posts were institu tions which we, 
being heavily under-passported, preferred 
to avoid. There was one other possible but 
much more difficult rou te. Curving at first 
a little south-west from Teijinar, it led by a 
roundabout way over 15,000ft. passes to a 
point from which we could drop clown on 
the oasis of Cherchen. If there was no 
grass on this road, and sometimes very little 
water, there were at least no frontier 
guards; and Borodishin knew the way as far 
as the first Turki encam Jment 12 Jon" defeat. A little harley put life into the 
marches to the west. W 1b ' our re" horse, and a good deal of marchmg and 
t . e egan P p- countermarching took place ; but we had to 
ara tons. \ 1 1 f · f 12 S d d S ma <e a wate r ess camp, a ·ter gomg or 
an an now hours without a break. 
Nobody would take the risk of hi ring us I At Issik Pakte L which was reached on 
camels for this journey; we had to buy May 26] four or five families of Turki 
them. The Prince of the Teijinar Mongols hunters and herdsmen were encamped be · 
was away, but hi s young son lived up to the side a small sa lt lake. This place is rec· 
tribe's reputation for truculence. He issued ognized locally as belonging to the Teijinar 
an ed ict forbidding hi s people to sell us Mongols; but according to the map we were 
camels. Luckily his Prime Mini ster, a inside Sinkiang. 
shrewd old man with a long white beard, "Turbaned·Heads" 
went behind his back, and 111 the end we got 
four good beasts at a stiff price. Then there 
were ropes and pack-saddles to buy, and 
fresh supplies of barley for the horses and 
tsamba for ourselves ; and biscuits to bake, 
and the faithful Li to pay off. Finally, on 
the las t day a fluke shot at an antelope got 
us a fortnight's iron rations of n1eat; and 
on May 15, exactly three months after leav-
ing P eking, our sn1all caravan of four 
camel s, two horses, and three humans moved 
off across the shimmering desert towards 
the mountains to the south. 
Extremes of . temperature are typical of 
the Central Asian climate. For five hours 
we rode in our shirt-sleeves over grill ing 
piedmont gravel; but in the foothill s a bitte r 
wind caught us, and for the rest of a long 
march we trudged, numb with cold, in the 
stinging twilight of a sandstorm under the 
lea of the camels, to camp after clark in the 
The Turki s, Moslem by r elig ion and 
T uranian by origin, form by far the largest 
racial clement in the mixed population of 
Sinkiang. The easy li fe of the oases in 
which the bulk of them live has produced a 
placid, rather ineffectual people. It is typica l 
of them that-unlike, for instance, the 
Uzbeks and the Turcomans in Russian 
Central Asia-they are so li tt le conscious of 
themselves as a nation that the only name 
by which they are collectively known is the 
nickna1ne Chan-t'ous, or" Turbaned-H eads," 
contemptuously bestowed on them by their 
Chinese conquerors; they refer to them· 
selves merely as "Moslems." 
It was strange to be among a new people. 
They were tall, bearded, weather-beaten 
men with aquil ine noses, wearing sheepskin 
robes and little skull-caps lined with fur; 
several had fair or reddish hair and grey 
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eyes. Hardly any of them would have seem· 
ed out of place in the Caucasian backwoods, 
and we felt ourselves to be almost back in 
Europe. 
For two years, ever since the outbreak of 
the civil war, the little community had been 
cut off from all news and ail supplies; they 
had no flour and no tea, and were living 
entirely on wild ass and antelope meat, 
washed down with pepper boiled in water. 
They had heard rumours of recent fighting 
between Cherchen and Charklik; as the 
former place was our destination, this 
sounded bad. 
We decided, however, to go on, and after 
long deliberations Borodishin persuaded the 
Turkis to provide us with two guides. These 
men agreed to take us on to Bash Malghun, 
12 barren stages farther west through the 
mountains. 
Departure of Borodishin 
At dawn on May 29 we said good-bye to 
Borodishin and watched him ride away east· 
wards, hunched on his camel, eternally suck· 
ing at a long Mongol pipe : a gallant, tragic 
figure, eating out his heart on the Central 
Asian uplands because he had had no news 
of his wife and children in Russia for nine 
years. An hour or two later we started 
west, and on the following day camped on 
the salt-caked shores of the Ayak Kum Kul. 
[The journey from Tei"jinar to Cherchen 
was made in 16 days. Two of the fom· 
camels collapsed and had to be left behind. 
The little mare, now carrying a load, went 
very lame·and Mlle. Maillart's pony became 
weak.and had to be abandoned. 
Long marches brought us on June 8 to 
Bash Malghun, where a small Turki encamp· 
ment of tents and yurts was scattered in a 
grassy valley. Here we were kindly though 
incredulously received and given delicious 
bowls of sour milk and the first bread we 
had tasted for a long time. With the help 
of the few words of Turki that Borodishin 
had taught·me we gathered our first news of 
Sinkiang. The Tungans were in control at 
Cherchen; the fighting with Charklik was 
over; the headman would provide us with a 
guide. We were delighted. 
A GI:amophone Concert 
We bought some flour and had bread 
baked, we gave the entire population a 
gramophone concert (with a repertory of 
three records), and most of it medical treat· 
ment. Our two guides from the mountains 
gorged themselves and swaggered abmit, 
playing the .tough back-woodsman among 
our gentler hosts. W e were presented with 
a sheep (and a bill for it). The sun shone 
and Maillart washed our shirts. "I expect," 
says my diary, "that we shall look back on 
this camp as a fools' paradise." 
For in truth our future was still uncertain; 
the Tungans have more blood on their hands 
than anyone else in China, and I did not 
look forward to showing up our wholly in· 
sufficient passports. We left Bash Malghun 
on June 10 with two charming guides, and 
two donkeys to supplement the surviving 
camels. 
A Green World 
On June 15 our battered and diminished 
caravan entered Cherchen. It was an unfor· 
gettable experience. As we came in under 
those incredible trees we re-entered a half-
forgotten and delightful world. Everything 
was green. ·water ran musically in the 
irrigation channels and the wind made a 
pleasant noise in the leaves. Cuckoos were 
calling, and a cock-crow reminded us that it 
was nearly three months since we had eaten 
our last egg. In the shade of ashes and 
poplars and mulberry trees white-robed 
men and women were working in neat little 
fields of maize and hemp and rice. Low, 
flat-roofed mud houses with wooden beams 
stood at intervals in the fields; in their cool 
courtyards women peered at-us, or hid their 
faces in their head-cloths. It was exactly 
four months since we had left Peking. 
Cherchen is the most isolated of the 
Sinkiang oases, and at one time it was used 
by the Chinese provincial authorities as a 
penal settlement. But to us it suggested 
Paradise rather than Devil's Island. We 
trailed, gaping, through its murmurous trees 
and presently stopped at a poor house where 
friends of our guides gave us bread and 
apricots and sour milk ; they confirmed the 
joyful and important news that there was a 
British aksakal in Cherchen. The aksakals 
(literally ... white-beards") are the local re· 
presentatives of the Briti.sh Consulate· 
General in Kashgar; there is one in every 
important oasis. Usually he is an Afghan 
merchant, a man of substance and dignity, 
who acts as the Consul-General's agent in 
matters affecting British Indian subjects 
trading in the province. We had not ex· 
pected to find one so far afield as Cherchen, 
especially after the civil war. 
Obtaining a donkey for Maillart (it would · 
have been unseemly for one of us to go on 
foot), we set out for the aksakal's house. In 
the wide river-bed which bisects the oasis 
we found a herd of sleek, hairless camels 
grazing, a g•·eat contrast to our two shaggy 
skeletons. As we forded the river 1 saw 
two horsemen galloping towards us over the 
pastures; they wore khaki uniforms and my 
heart sank. Sure enough, we were hailed 
and halted. A Tungan officer and an order· 
ly rode up and asked us our business. 
Under Arrest? 
At first we could hardly speak for amaze-
ment at their chargers. They towered over 
us, splendid Badakshani horses, the fattest 
things we had seen for months; were there 
really such animals in the world, so glossy, 
so well fed? But at last, with many apolo-
gies for my vile Chinese and our disreput· 
able appearance in so fine a place, I said 
that I was an Englishman (they thought that 
we were Russians) and that we were. travel· 
ling from P ek ing to Kashgar on an expedi· 
tion. (The Chinese word yu li covers almost" 
any kind of madness committed by foreign• 
ers who go to barbarous and uncomfortable 
places when they don't have to.) The 
Tungan looked sceptical, and said that we 
must come with h im to the bazaar to be 
reported to headquarters. 
"But we were going to the British 
aksakal's house . . .. " 
"It would not be safe. There are bandits 
on the road." 
The familiar gambit brought home to me 
very vividly that our destinies were on<;e 
more in Chinese hands. Smiling happily 
(as you must in China), and making feeble 
jokes in Chinese against ourselves and our 
scarecrow animals, we were led politely but 
firmly towards the bazaar. · 
"I suppose we consider ourselves under 
arrest," I said to Maillart. 
Maillart supposed we did. 
(To be continued) 
Science Remakes the Farm 
By L. F. LIVINGSTON 
We are in the early dawn of a new 
golden era for agriculture. Recent de-
velopments of fact- not fancy- indicate 
that in the not-distant future the aim of 
crop regulatipn will be, not to curtail pro· 
duction, but to increase it to meet the 
growing demands of industry for the or· 
ganic things that grow from the soil. 
The engineer and the scientist will be 
the chief lieutenants of this new ag ricul-
ture. For example, the seeds of cotton 
were once a waste. Today, thanks to the 
chemist, the seeds of a billion-and-a -half· 
dolla r cotton crop have a value· of over 
$200,000,000 to the fariners. Cotton-seed 
oil goes into soaps, candles, cooking, and 
other uses. Cotton linters, another farm 
waste, is now an init ial material in the 
manufacture of r ayon and in coated fabrics 
that go into hand-bags, wall coverings, and 
automobile upholstery. Billiard and golf 
balls, hairbrushes and con·.bs, e lectric in-
sulators, photographic films, and the unseen 
binder in safety glass, all contribute the ir 
tithe to the cotton far mer. 
At the same time, more tha n a hundred 
commercial uses have been developed by 
the chemist for corn, ranging from glyce-
rines used in explosives to carbon dioxide 
used in making "dry ice." More than one 
tenth of the corn crop now has as its 
market the factory. Wheat straw is being 
made into corrugated paper boxes; fur• 
£ural, a chemical produced from oat hulls 
is being sold in tank-car lots. The wall· 
board industry, which is revolutionizing, 
building practices, is based on the chemical 
conversion of farm by-products that only 
a decade ago were deemed next to worth-
less . 
"The chemistry of the utilization of 
agricultural products and wastes is still in 
its infancy," says Dr. C. M. A. Stine, one 
of our foremost industrial chemists. Other 
observers see ahead a "factory stomach" 
that will consume far more from our farms 
than all of our hungry human stomachs. 
Development of a new outlet for cotton 
in road building, which forecasts an annual 
demand of from two to three million bales, 
was only recently announced at Peabody 
University. Uses for corn are being urged, 
that, if adopted, would consume the entire 
present crop without leaving a n ear over 
for one Iowa hog. An eminent scientist 
has s uggested that the day may not be far 
off when the farm will grow the bulk of 
our fuels, replacing coal and oil. 
In the meantime a second development 
is taking place, which is only slightly less 
significant to the farmer : curta ilment of 
his losses due to insects, weeds, and plant 
diseases. At presen t these mount to the 
staggering total of $6,500,000,000 annually 
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* * 
PICKWICK YEAR: 
* * THE BOOK AND THE BIRTHDAY: 
By BERNARD DARWIN 
This year will see the hundredth birth· because it may account for certain of the 
day of Pickwick. It was in fact in Novem- book's attributes. He was so anxious to 
ber of 1835 that Mr. Chapman, of Chapman give his proofs that he poured into it, 
and Hall, had his talk with Robert Seymour almost chaotically, e\·erything that was 
as to a series of Cockney sporting plates 
which was, in the narrowest possible sense, 
the germ of Pickwick. Some Lttle time 
later, probably in the early days of 1836, 
the other partner, Mr. Hall, came to see 
Dickens at Furnival's Inn. By February 
the young man of 23 was hard at work, 
enthusiastically resolved to seize his first 
great chance in life. On March 26 Pick-
wick was advertised in The Times, and on 
the 31st the first number was on the book~ 
stalls. 
At a time of celebration a little judicious 
partiality is permissible. No" presumptu-
ous and ill-conditioned Blotton" ought at 
such a moment to quarrel very fiercely 
with two assertions: first, that Pickwick 
has contributed more to the sum total of 
human felicity than has any of its succes-
sors; second, that Dickens took his chance 
so well as to rise to heights which he never 
again scaled. 
First Of A Family 
"Be it so or be it son' t," as Joe Gargery 
would observe, the fact that it was Die· 
kens's first chance is worth emphasizing 
-for every dollar the farmer earns he has 
almost another dollar taken from him by 
enemies against which he must wage 
ceaseless war. Substantial reduction in 
that loss means a greater return to the 
farmer and a lower price to the consumer, 
with increased consumption by both factory 
and human stomach. 
By no means are we producing all the 
food we need. There is merely an over-
production of food that consumers can buy 
at existing prices. In the prosperous year 
of 19! 9, according to the Brookings In-
stitution, 90 percent of our non-farm 
population Jacked means to buy the food 
they would have liked for a liberal diet. 
Twelve percent of these families were 
merely subsisting on enough food to keep 
them alive. At the same time price is a 
barrier to the industrial use of many farm 
by-products. Enough cornstalks and straws 
are being produced in this country to make 
a ll the paper and paper board now manu-
factured here, and there is no technologica l 
difficulty in making paper of various kinds 
from these materials. However, it is now 
cheaper to buy Canadian wood pulp and 
rags from France, Japan, and elsewhere. 
American industry wants to buy from 
the American farmer because the farmer, 
with money, will buy more from industry. 
But if farm products are to become 
cheaper, farming must be relieved of its 
tremendous losses. So, such great corpora-
tions as Standard Oil , Ford, Du Pont, a nd 
others are making the farmers' problems 
their own. In their industrial laboratories 
an enormous army of research chemists 
are developing new insecticides, new fertili-
zers, new methods of combating plant 
disease, more economical methods of crop 
production. In addition, the states and 
the Federal Government are spending in 
exce£s of $25,000,000 yearly on agricultural 
research. Further, a huge sum is being 
expended by our colleges and private re-
search foundations. Never before has there 
been such a massed scientific assault upon 
a problem. 
Onto our farms, too, has been moving a 
new type of farmer-college-trained, fully 
alive to the difficulties inherent in his job. 
He is not wedded to tradition - on the 
contrary he is itching to blaze new trails. 
The very stringencies that make the 
farmer's lot economically unpleasant are 
weeding out the incompetent. It is a pain-
ful process, but each year the efficiency of 
the American farmer is being pushed up a 
notch . 
This new agriculture may be very dif-
ferent from the agriculture we have known. 
The crops of today may not be those of 
tomorrow. For example, sugar that is 
said to be far superior to cane and beet 
sugar can be produced from the common 
dahl ia and the readily grown Jerusalem 
ar tichoke. vVe are only beginning to learn 
about diet possibil ities: what is now a com-
mon weed may be tomorrow's wheat crop; 
initial phases of the processing of certain 
farm products that go into manufact1,1ring 
may be transferred to the farm and may 
mechanize it beyond present dreams. 
Thus, there is in the making a radically 
altered agricultural industry whose deve-
lopments point to a permanent solu tion of 
the "farm problem" - with lower prices to 
the consumer and a better living for the 
farmer. 
The dawn of an Industrial Revolution in 
Agriculture 
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I seething in his brain, even some interpolat-ed stories for which we may guess that he 
I had been unable to find another publisher. If he had a hundred splendid notions he 
did not, as a more experienced author 
! might have done, save up a single one 
1
1 
against the rainy day of some future book. 
He was a "reg'lar prodigy son," spend-
1 
ing all that he had in a reckless whirl of 
happiness. And it so happens that Pick-
wick, in the words of by far the greatest 
Dickensian critic. " constitutes first and 
foremost a kind of wild promise, a pre-
natal vision of all the children of Dickens." 
Gabriel Grub is Ebenezer Scrooge in em-
bryo; Sergeant Buzfuz casts before him 
the stout shadow of the coming Stryver; 
the Reverend Mr. Stiggin's red nose will 
bloom again in Mr. Chad band; and Good-
win, Mrs. Pott's bodyguard, as a learned 
commentator has lately pointed out, is Miss 
Miggs. 
In different parts of Pickwick Dickens 
set himself to do nearly all the different 
things that he was to do in later books, 
and he did them as well in this first flush 
of excited youth as ever he d id afterwards. 
In the matter of great humorous figures a 
side drawn from Pickwick could almost 
withstand a team of all the talents chosen 
from all the other books, be their names 
Swiveller or Micawber or Toots or Squeers 
or Gamp or Guppy. In point of pathos he 
never equalled again the death of Mrs. 
Weller, to which we must return later; 
neither in sheer power did he ever excel 
his description of the Fleet. 
When Dickens began, he was full of hope 
rather than of confidence; he did not know 
all that was in him, and started tentatively, 
almost laboriously, since the humour of the 
first chapter appears, save for one immortal 
phrase, a little forced. That know'edge 
came gradually as he went on, and all the 
more certainly no doubt as the sales leaped 
up after the fourth number. With it came 
confidence and a sense of freedom. He 
had originally warned the publishers that, 
whatever the course prescribed for him, 
he would probably take his own way in 
the end, and now he felt strong enough to 
do it, strong enough to do anything. 
Characters That Grew 
It has often been remarked that the 
characters change their natures as the 
book goes on, and Dickens, always acutely 
sensitive to even a breath of criticism, 
thought it worth while to make a most 
unconvincing defence. The change was, 
we may conjecture, largely due to the 
author's increased belief in himself. He 
began by making Mr. Pickwick a butt, a 
comparatively simple task. Then, realiz-
ing his own power, he could dare some· 
thing harder, and so he ended by making 
him as lovable a man and as true a gentle· 
man as could be imagined, "a reg'lar 
thoroughbred angel." 
Sam Weller, at first a sharp little Cockney 
of the gutter, underwent the same benefi-
cent change without losing any of his 
original qualities. Even the futile Mr. 
Winkle became a manly and romantic 
lover, and his Arabella, once, despite the 
seductive fur round her boots, a little pert 
and vulgar, became so wholly engaging 
that we long to fold her in our anus as Mr. 
Pickwick did. It is axiomatic that when 
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Dickens deliberately tried to depict an 
alteration of character, as in the angelifica-
tion of Mr. Dombey or the deterioration of 
Mr. Boffin, he failed. In Pickwick he 
magnificently but unconsciously succeed-
ed; the characters changed of their own 
accord as their creator found himself. 
The R.eal Thing 
Through Mr. Weller Dickens attained 
for once to the genuinely and simply 
pathetic. Dickens was always most mov-
ing when he least exerted himself to be 
so; he failed most signally when he took 
his coat off to his business. In Pickwick 
he kept a tight hold on himself and pro-
duced scenes truly touching. The moment 
in which Sam declares himself a prisoner, 
and the description of the reciprocal attach-
ment bet·veen him and his master, rank 
high, but higher still is the scene between 
Sam and his father after Mrs. Weller's 
death. Here both are at their best, but 
the perfect word is with Mr. Weller. 
"'Susan,' says I-I was took up wery 
short by this, Samivel; I won't deny it m y 
boy-' Susan,' I says, ' you've been a very 
good vife to me altogether; don't say 
nothin' at all about it; keep a good heart, 
my dear; and you'll live to see me punch 
that 'ere Stiggins's head yet.' She smiled 
at this, Samivel," said the old gentleman, 
stifling a sigh with his pipe, "but she died 
arter all!.., 
No wonder that Mr. Weller was "took 
up short." Is there anyone who is not ? 
Dickens's own contemporaries cried freely 
over the deathbeds of Little Nell and Little 
Paul and Little Johnnie. To our more dry-
eyed generation, which flatters itself right-
ly or wrongly that it can distinguish the real 
thing, this scene is not only worth thou-
sands of those others but is unsurpassable 
in simplicity and dignity. Those who are of 
this way of thinking have Mr. Chesterton's 
support, and when he says something about 
Dickens it would indeed be an impertinence 
to paraphrase it. "Pickwick," he writes, 
" may be the top of Dickens's humour; I 
think upon the whole it is. But the broad 
humour of P ickwick he broadened over 
many wonderful kingdoms; the narrow 
pathos of Pickwick he never found again." 
-The Times Weekly Edition, London 
TWO TICKETS FOR A 
TWAIN RIDE 
Mark Twain met a friend at the races one 
day in England. This friend came up to 
him and said, "I'm broke, I wish you would 
buy me a ticket back to London." 
"Well," Mark said, " I'm nearly broke 
myself, but I will "tell you what I'll do. You 
can hide under my seat and I'll hide you 
with my legs." 
The friend agreed to this. 
Then Mark Twain went down to the 
ticket office and bought two t ickets. When 
the train pulled out his friend was safely 
under the seat. The inspeCtor came around 
for the tickets and Mark gave him two. 
The inspector said, "Where is the -other 
one?" 
Tapping his head the humorist said in a 
loud voice, "That is my friend's ticket! He 
is a little eccentric and likes to . ride under 
the seat.''~Mark Twain Wit and Wisdom, 
edited by Cyril Clemens (Stokes). 
MOUNT EVEREST EXPEDITION Charming Volume on Japan 
Leader on Prospects of success. Written By Frank Hedges 
Three members of the Mount Everest 
Expedition sailed from Southampton on 
Saturday in the P. & O.liner Ranchi. They 
are Mr. Hugh Ruttledge, who led the 1933 
Expedition to within 1,000ft. of the summit, 
Dr. Noel Humphreys, and Lieutenant J. M. 
L. Gavin. Mrs. Humphreys, who married 
in 1934, is to travel as far as Darjeeling 
with them. 
Mr. Ruttledge said:-" There are nine 
members of the party to follow us, and 
the knowledge that 10 of the total of 12 
have climbed in the Himalayas and that 
nine have had experience of Everest leads 
me to the conviction that we have a very 
strong party. We are naturally very hope-
ful of success, but so much depends upon 
the weather. We are fortunate in that we 
have great1y improved oxygen apparatus." 
Mr. Ruttledge added that the whole party 
hoped to get together on March 7 at Kalim· 
pong, where the expedition would set out. 
All being well, they would make their de-
parture on March 12. The assault on 
Everest would in all pt:obability be made 
between May 20 and June 10. 
"I think," he added, "we undoubtedly 
have a better chance than previous expedi-
tions, for science has been able to come to 
our assistance in greater measure than on 
previous occasions. If we succeed we shall 
stay on top of the world for only a few 
minutes, for the cold is too intense for the 
human body to withstand it longer. If we 
reach the summit we shall probably place 
a Union Jack there, but I cannot be sure 
of that, for the last climb is so arduous 
that we must travel as light as possible." 
Intended for Christmas-received on New 
Year's eve-one of the most thrilling gifts 
of all the holidays has just been r eceived by 
Mrs. James H. H edges, 937 North J efferson. 
It is a beautifully made book written by 
her son, Frank H. Hedges, published by the 
Hokuseido Press in Tokyo, and dedicated to 
her. 
Mr. Hedges went to an old nursery rime 
for the title of his first book, "In Far 
Japan." It is a series of more than a 
hundred sketches-brief, descriptice, poetic 
-in which he has endeavored to capture 
the atmosphere of the old Japan. Each is 
distinguished by unusual appreciation and 
sympathy. 
The book was largely prepared for publi-
cation here in Springfield, before Mr. Hedges 
returned to Japan some months ago. It is 
a collection of impressions he had written 
at various times, during a period of years 
in newspaper work in J apan. 
The format and typography show that the 
publishers think highly indeed of this Ameri-
can's book --for it is beautifully designed and 
printed. 
The end-papers are of finest hand made 
Japanese paper, silver-flecked and on the 
front is the design of the sacred mirror, 
with a rare grace in its unusual pattern. 
Advance notices in Japan compare Hedges 
work to that of Lafcadio Hearn, and praise 
the author's discernment of things Japanese. 
One reviewer is pleased that Mr. Hedges 
does not "slur over" in his writing. 
The book is delightful-a charming in· 
troduction to the J apanese point of view of 
a westerner has come to understand it-of 
interest alike to the casual r eader or one 
more deeply interested in Japan. 
IN FAR JAPAN 
Glimpses and Sl,etches 
by Frank H. H edges 
It is one of the first books of this type 
to appear in more than twenty years, 
and one cannot but think of Lafcadio 
H earn in the w ay in which Mr. Frank 
H. Hedges h as written. 
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最新刊及近刊の高等教科書
普昭和十年四月以降議行のもの特
An Advaneed English Grammar 
Wid， Ex@rcis@s 
高等英文典数科書
新津米遣先生新著 22苦手芸 1.50 
本書t~ 数多の代表的英文法書た参考と L 著者多年の賞地授業
の経験lこ基き高等亭校弁に専門与校用の食用英文典教科書とし
て会部卒易なる英文た用ゐ、多数の練習問題た翠げて編纂U:L
のである。
N ew Digher English ~omposition 
新高等英作文教科書(全二冊)
高易量護教授須藤乗吉先生新著雲六空各.70
本書(~あちゅろ方市の問題1è取入れて英畢生たして愛車事級リ
なき現代の要求に悠tCしむる宇う訓練た奥へんとしれものであ
る。 ー1I司毎に詳しき註緩や奥へ、まれ濠備文例L添へてある。
A.rnold: ~ulture and Anarehy 
An Essay in Political and Social Criticism 
Selelled，引 JithNotes. C!oth. 108 tages. .70 
Sweetness and Light. 
Hebraism and Hellenism. 
Doing as One Likes. 
Porro Unum Est Necessarium. 
Seven Seleet S邑oriesfrom Edgar 
Allan Poe Cloth. 129 tages. .60 
A Descent into the Mealstrom. The Masque of the Red Death. 
The Black Cat. The Tell-Tale Heart. 
The Fall of the House of Usher. A Tale ofthe Ragged Mountains. 
The Pit and the Pendulum. 
Shal~espeare 量皿 Short Stories 
Comti!ed by O. UMETANI. Cloth. 174 tages. 1.00 
H剖nlet. Francis Brett Young The Merchant of Venice. 
The Taming of the Shrew. riscount Snowden 
( lemense Dane Julius C~sar. lfTinstonChurchill 
King Lear. Hugh Wal少ole Coriolanus. Jolzn Buchan 
ON WOMAN: Essoys & Poellls 
Edited by S. INABA. 
Cloth. 135 tages. .80 
P. G. Hamerton 
1fT. Shake，φeare 
Woman and Marriage. 
True Love (Poe1n). 
The Provincial Woman. Arnold Bennett 
Sweet Two and Twenty (Poem). Lord Byron 
恥1arriage. Arnold Bennett 
The duty of it. The adventure of it. The two ways of it 
To the Moon (Poem). P. G. Shelley 
Blow， Blow， Thou Winter Wind (Poem). 1fT. Shakesteare 
Women in Politics. 1fT. R. Inge 
A Cradle Song (Poem). W. Brake 
My Heart Leaps Up (Poem). 1fT. Words叩 orth
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: 
TI.e A.utobiography ond 
Poor Bichord ~s A.llllonoc 
Abridged， with Notes by Y. KOSE. Cloth. 142 tagn. .80 
i ~ ".'.te~ !:ø~~!"!. The ~~.e~~issa!，-~~ 
Comtiled， with Notes by Y. TANABE. Cloth. 210 tages. 1.20 
lntroduel:ion -Preface -Two Early French Stories -Pico Della 
Mirandola-Sandro Botticelli-Luca Della Bobbia-The Poetry of 
Michelangelo-Leonardo Da Vinci-The School of Giorgione-
Joachim Du Bellay-Winckelmann-Conclusion. 
Liberalism in England 
lfTith NoteJ. Cloth. 101 tageJ. .70 
Laissez-Faire. L. T. Hobhouse 
John Stuart Mill. lfTilliam L. Daゃidson
The Heart of Liberalism. L. T. Hobhouse 
The ldealist School-T. H. Green. Ernest Barker 
Their Best Short Essays 
Comtiled，叫JIthNotes b_v O. UMETANI. 
C 10th. 156 tages. .90 
The Essay. G. K. Chesterton 
Comparis沼n. Rose Macaulay 
The Green Hand. Sir W. Beach Thomas 
April13: A Reverie on Summertime. E. r. Knox 
On Reading Too Fast. Arthur Ransome 
The Human Dormouse. LouIJ Herrman 
The Schoolboy Strokes of Genius. Ano坦ymoUi
The Merits of Bird Song. Prof. C. J. Patt." 
Something for N othing・ MartinAr澗 strong
Good Sounds and Bad. C. B. Mortlock 
Modern Landscapes. Clough lfTilliam-Ellis 
This Christmas Business. Rou Macaulay 
Death and Deportment. f. Ten坦yson-Jesse
Two Contrasts in Lives. Henry 1fT. N，叩 inson
Treasury BiIl. C. Pat円ckThomtson 
Looking Back on Life. The rery Re<t.ノ.1fT. R. 1司'ge
Weather to Order. Naomi Royde-Smith 
English Country: What is Happening to It? Hugh lfTaltole 
τ'he Old Trams. J. B. Morton 
Nothing to Do. K. R. G. Bro'7.心配
1 Want! 1羽Tant! A. E. Newton 
Hunchbacked Flees. Ano坦ymous
Yet Again the Essay. J'制 rBro引m
EO宜DEN (A SELECTION) 
by A. 1V. Kinglak@ 
Cloth. 145 tages. .80 
My First Bivouac. 
The Black Tents. 
Terra Santa. 
Cairo and the Plague. 
The Sphynx. 
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?
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?
?
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BAεONラSESSA YS (A SELEC刀ON)
Seleeled， with Notu by Y. NllTSU. 
Of Death. Of Revenge. 
Of Parents and Children. 
Marriage and Single Life. 
Of Envy. Of Love. 
Of Great Place. 
Cloth. .51・
Of Travel. Of Delays. 
Of vVisdom for a Man's Self. 
Of Regiment of Health. 
Of Suspicion. 
Of Riches. Of Ambition. 
Of Y outh and Age. 
Of Negotiation. 
Of Studies. Of Prais'. 
Of Anger. 
Of Boldness. 
Of Goodness， and Goodness 
of Nature. 
Of Nobility. Of Superstition. 
Dardy~s Five Tales 
Cloth. 140 pagn. .70 
A Changed Man. 
The Withered Arm. 
On the Western Circuit. 
The Duchess of Hamptonshire. 
The Marchioness of Stonehenge. 
The HOKUSEIDO Pres.r 
Nishiki-cno， Kanda， Tokyo 
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意図FFZ合基ケージャ先生新著22せ務定債1.:;0ま8銭
THEιOG OF A JOURNEY 
マー数る流文著レせ一 言再世主?治ーとてを者を らか ら昨
敢般科、鹿平でふし事皐界惇や方地地語が一日り本年
て請書が、易あ遅めにののへ風を理方る其遡本て年の
薦物と如典にる来やし習現、俗敬を的 に放 しへ日一六
むとしア味し。のうて得勢以習へ盛歴嘗行 t~ 世本月月
~ 0して比溢て行快と得をとて憤政り史つ記著界かにが
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五ヤ編輯室から司ζテ
ナチス潟逸がゲエルサイユ僚約の軍事僚
主員1J?破棄し弓l績き非武装地帯ヲイふノラン F
t二兵た主主めてライユノ河畔の形勢念1J?告ぐる
ものがある。世界大戦の恐るべき恐怖た未7ご
忘れやらぬ欧洲に然う早念に再ぴ戦'Jf来た
懸念するのは賞らずよいたらうが、然し此種の
危機にして繰返し到来ぜんか、何時か1:1:爆五運
動lこ到達也す・と設れが保護l:得ゃう。フラン
スの運命、延いて聯合軍の運命た賭げれ世界
大磯克上最大の滋戟ゲX)1/ダンの識が始ま
つれの1:1:約了皮二十年前の二月二十一日の
事であつれ。蛍時アラ νス寧lこ従軍して居7こ
英図詑者が首時の恩ぴ出た語って居る。一議
して箆;時た思ひ出づるねうちが充分にあるr
英図の新皇帝xl"J1-1"八世陛下の御即
位 1:1:去る一月八日濁特な歴史的儀式に依て
lP位宣言の儀が行1:1:ぜられれ、古来の風1J?泉
鏡l二執リ行1:1:ぜられるもので極めて興趣深
い Lのがある。
「中亜の秘境た行くJl:l:ま7ご二、三回線くが、
貿に商白い記事Tごと思ふい理署野l二時世の意普
4-聞くげれ共、依然中豆の風物詩である。
今年の三月二十六日1:1:天下のエー 宅ア物
語チヤールメ・ヂッケνメのヒッ"ウ 1"，"・
A ーバーが出版されてから了皮百年目であ
る。if.‘磁l二云うと三月二十六日にタイ 4ス紙
上lこ旋告が出て、間三十一日に最初のヨヒイ
が本屋の応頭に現れたのでわる。偶々蛍時の
事た書いれ詑事た見付げ出しれから韓載し
てお日lこかげる事とし1:。
@f必らず出て居る7ごらうJと思ふ本でよく、
一般L出て居ない本がある。出版部が今度怠
り出しt:r日本外交虎Jl:l:その穫の本化。日本
外交史、1:1部分的のもの1:1:ある。然し日本外
交の全慢に亘って書いたもの1:1:日本語、英語
た問l:t'1'我赤木氏著「目:本外交史J犬伝以て鳴
矢とする。著者赤木英道氏1:1:加州大卒、市俄
古大事、 ρ ーパード大感、 Aνジルグエニア
大事空宇米図一流の諸大正事lこ皐ぴ、歴史た専攻
し A:/O/)1/ グエニア大事で ρ~ y，.-研究資
金特待生として研銭後歴真に於げる博士放
た獲得され7こ人で、 卒業後一九三一年一一
三四年の間三年間紙背の ヨロ ンピア大挙に
於て「日本文化免J及び「日本外交史研究Jの
二講座た縫蛍L、英在職中f品々満洲事愛の勃
設するわリ、自ら街頭l二進出して日本の外交
政策1J?設いて東奔西走する事二年半:Jt問ラ
ヂオの放送十数固た含めて講演する事約六
百五十回、其時日本外交!1!.の必要た痛感Lて
稿ら起した Lのが本書で、著者自ら「話時4-
is.懐して1:1:涙fょくしては読み得ないもので
ある」と誇って辰られる。外交の畑l二携lrる
専門言者家が本書の草稿たー覚後r1者l二日本外
交史の鳴矢と云ふぺ〈而かも英正械なる叙
迭と繁簡皮や失ぜざる手腕にIr激賞捻〈能
1:1ざる ものがあるJU't讃されt:Lのであ
る。親しく一議た請ひ或Ir他へ御推薦1.，.乞ふ
所以である。
APRIL 
区田紳市京来
二十ノ三町錦~b 星堂
The Cvmplete Lafcadiv tlea•·n 
Lectu•·es oN FouR voLs> 
Handsomely bound in durable green backram 9l''x6~" (each vol.) 
The Volumes, edited by Professor R. Tanabe, Professor T. Ochiai, 
and Professor I. Nishizaki, contain all the lectures delivered by Hearn at 
the Tokyo Imperial University during the period extending from 1896 to 
1903, including many hitherto-unpublished, and form the most important 
contribution to literary criticism by Lafcadio Hearn. 
A History of English I .. iterature 
(.Revised l!.'dition) 
XLViii+974 pp. Price 6.50 Postage 22 sen, in Japan 
On Art, Literature and Philosophy 
XV+SU pp. 9!x6~" Price 5.00 Po1tage 22 un, in Japan 
On Poets x+B41 pp Przce 6.50 Postage 22 sen, in Japan 
On Poetry x+750 pp. Price 6.50 Postage 22 un, in Japan ~~ 
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Talks in Tokyo 
A Guide to Enrlii!t Con'Oersation 
fir Japanese Student/ 
by G. CAIGEB ¥ 1..00 
Vivid and Vivacious--
RADIO TALKS 
ON THE BRITISH ISLES 
Edited <with Introduction and Notes by 
G. CAI.GEI.l, B. A. (Oxon.) 
Cloth, About 230 pages ¥ 1.20 postage 10 sen 
By Permission of The Travel and Industrial Develop· 
ment Association of Great Britain and Ireland. 
These talks have been prepared expressly for people 
who have not been to Great Britain. They give abun-
dant information on the life, customs and ways in the 
British Isles and the appearance of the country. Scotland, 
Ireland and Wales are included as well as England. 
As each talk was designed to last approximately a 
quarter of an hour, they are short and each is complete 
in itself. 
Vivid and pictorial, the language is typical of the best 
spoken English. They have all been delivered in the 
U.S.A. and have already proved their popularity. Edited 
with notes. 
'Ibe HOKUSEIDO Press 
Nishikicho, Sanchome, Kanda, Tokyo 
Sketches & Tales from the French 
fb'Mil§3C~.:tfF• 
Translat1d by Lafeadio Hearn 
With Priface hy ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth. 196 pages. ~.'T(J ,. s Jell. 
The present volume contains probably the cream of Hearn '• 
miscellaneous translations from the French, and both original and 
translation are of a highly literary character. No doubt the reader 
will welcome the fascinating; short stories Hearn chou from the 
French authors he loved. 
THEOPHILE GAUTIEil: 
Two Actors for One Role 
GUSTAVE FLAUBERT: 
The Crucified Lions. 
The Phalanx in Battle. 
The Sacrifice; Moloch the 
Devourer. 
COMTE DE VILLIERS DEL 'ISLE-ADAM: 
The Secret of the Scaffold. 
The Story of Tse-1-La. 
The Doctor's Heroism. 
FRANCOIS COPPEE: 
The Blessed Bread. 
· The Invitation to Sleep. 
The Medal. 
ALPHONSE DAUDET: 
The Cure of Cucugnan. 
The Man with the Golden 
Brain. 
The Death of the Dauphin 
The Two Wayside Inna. 
Autheman's Suicide. 
Monsieur Seguin's Goat. 
JULES LEMAITRE: 
The Eldest Daughter. 
OCTAVE MIRBEAU; 
Recollections of the Franco· 
Prussian War. 
Stories from 
EMILEZOLA 
.:r. ~ -JI,;· :/:7~fHI. 
Translated hy 
Lafcadio Hearn 
With Priface by 
ALBERT MORDELL 
Cloth. 96 pp. 1.50 'i" 81111. 
Hearn had sympathy and admiration for Zola, and made quite a 
number of translations from journalistic work and fiction by the 
French writer. He also wrote book reviews of Zola's novels often 
and even did a biographical sketch of the man. The present vol-
ume contains the biographical sketch and the famous fascinating 
story "Fight at the Mill", probably the most important translation 
from Zola, and two other stories. 
EMILE ZOLA; A NOTE. THE FIGHT AT THE MILL. 
A PEASANT's DEATH. A RicH MAN's DEATH. 
ill! 
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